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Using video in eLearning 
today





So many words!



Why use a blended 
learning approach



What is blended learning?

Blended learning involves combining 

internet/digital media with a variety of learning 

methods ranging from classroom instruction to 

social and experiential deliveries.





Integrating microlearning
videos into your blended 
eLearning content



Producing a video may seem too involved or too 

expensive, but innovations in production tools 

have made video much easier to produce and 

powerful enough to drive serious engagement 

and retention.



Video for the sake of video 
isn’t enough

 Length

 What’s on the screen

 Level of professionalism 



Choosing the right type of video

Considerations Types of Video

 Budget: $ or $$$$

 Timeframe: Quick turnaround or 

cushion

 Resources: Outsource or internal, 

team or individual

 Shelf life: Single use, quickly replaced 

or multi-use, long-term value

 Live Action: High production value 

with actors, voiceover

 Live Action: Interview-style or lower 

production, stock footage

 Animated: 2D color or whiteboard 

with voice/music

 Hybrid: Live action with animation 

elements



Building a killer video

Script
Include both visual & audio elements

Storyboard
Elaborate on your script visually

Characters & Themes
Consider locations, outfits, and props

Data
Showcase data with charts and graphs

Audio
Use voiceover or go DIY

Music
Add mood or atmosphere with music

Sound Effects
Create a richer video experience



Orchard Supply 
Hardware case study



Work, Worker, Workplace

 Sales, leadership, technical / functional

 5,000 associates, across three states

 Primarily store based

 18 - 70+ years of age

 Various levels of competency / expertise

 Very limited dedicated training time



Blended Delivery

 60 second video

 Supporting Job Aid

 Supporting Coach Guide

 Hands-on Application

 Evaluation



“The Video”

 Introduction

 The Story

 Key Learnings

 Recap

 Closing Credits



The Wins

 Quick turnaround / response time

 Increased employee engagement / interest

 Improved content retention

 Increased sales

 Increased customer satisfaction



Keys to success



Keys to Success

 Whiteboard triggers learning response

 Themes trigger conditioning

 Short and simple

 Get rid of the noise

 Maintain high standards



Questions?


